REVIEW

RTW Mastering Tools
Here’s a package that’s dedicated to the monitoring and visualisation of what you’re working on.
BILL LACEY discovers that it’s customisable too.

W

ell known for its
hardware
metering
tools, German-based
RTW has channeled its
metering expertise into creating a
unique software interface that brings
new meaning to the concept of
customisation. RTW Mastering Tools
is a veritable plug-in construction
kit of useful metering and analysis
instruments for mixing and mastering.
Eight instruments are available to
add to a resizable interface to suit
almost any measurement application.
RTW Mastering Tools supports AAX,
RTAS, AU and VST plug-in formats
for Mac and Windows.
The interface is available in six
window frames, three
horizontal and three vertical.
The frames are designed to
mimic hardware designs,
particularly the RTW TM7
and TM9. A dock at the
bottom of the frame houses
the available instruments.
Clicking once on the dock
causes the instrument
selection to pop up into
view. Hovering the mouse
momentarily about an
instrument icon invokes a
help system that displays
the instruments name and
provides a description of its
function. From there any
module can be clicked and
dragged within the frame. Grid points are available to
help snap a module into a preferred alignment. Once
selected, hovering the mouse at an edge reveals a
resize handle.
Instruments can quickly be resized and repositioned
to taste. There is very little graphic lag, and the quick
response inspires you to experiment. When dragging
an instrument a coloured underlay turns from green
to red to alert you to any overlapping, which isn’t
allowed. Each module has control icons in the upper
right hand corner, allowing for switching from portrait
to landscape orientation, invoking preferences, or
closing the module. When appropriate, right clicking
on an instrument allows for a reset.
The selection of instruments provides for a wide
range of tools suitable for working in music and
post idioms, from mono to 7.1 surround channels
at sample rates up to 96kHz. The first instrument is
a PPM/True Peak meter and offers a choice between
PPM and/or Loudness measurements, with many
digital scales to choose from. Surround track order is
selected here. Next is the Loudness Sum instrument.
This is one of two loudness meters that support the
various established standards, such as ITU BS.17703/1771-1, EBU R128 and ATSC A/85. While this
provides a bargraph display of Integrated, Short and
Momentary values, the Loudness Num instrument
adds a numerical readout with the addition of LRA
(loudness range), maximum value scales for True
Peak, Short and Momentary and finally an Integrated
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test time, which displays a running time
since last resetting.
The Loudness Range bargraph display
measures LRA with the zero value based
on the Target Level from the bottom of
the graph. A MagicLRA measurement
uses a fixed centred zero position as
an alternate display. Two versions of
Correlators are provided for stereo and surround. The
surround version offers two modes. Normal displays
phase meters for all channel pairs except the LFE in
a speaker setup design — the bright green display
fondly reminds me of a mid-1970s video game.
Very retro indeed! The LFE mode displays the phase
relationship between the LFE and all individual
channels.
The Surround Sound Analyzer is perhaps the most
dynamically interesting display and perhaps my
favourite instrument. It offers two modes, the first
being a ‘classical’ mode scaled to the reference used
in the PPM display, or my preferred ‘Loudness’ mode,
which follows the selected Loudness standard set in
the preferences window. The red marks represent the
Target Value of the selected standard. An option for
a Dominance Indicator is available, and this puts a
floating crosshair that represents the acoustic focal
point at any given moment. This is a nice alternative
way of monitoring loudness compliance in your mix.
The Real Time Spectrum Analyzer instrument uses
one-third or one-sixth octave bands to display the
resolution

spectral content of the input channels. A very nice
touch is the ability to measure all channels and front,
rear or individual channels separately (L, C, R, etc.)
The reference point of the display can be changed, the
ballistics can be modified and the weighting filter can
be adjusted from linear to A or C weighting. This is
an extremely versatile analyser. The final instrument
is the Vectorscope, which provides a 2 or 4 channel
Lissajous display of the phase relationships between
the stereo pair channels. It offers traditional LR
display as well as Mid/Side.
All instruments offer a Keyboard display, which to
a degree is user-configurable to provide clickable text
boxes for the most common options. For instance,
the Loudness Num provides keys that include Start,
Stop, Pause and Reset Loudness while the PPM meter
has keys to trigger a temporary display of maximum
values as well as a 20 or 40dB increase in input gain
display to assist in monitoring low level signals. All
instruments offer the ability to modify the colour
preferences of the displays. When an instrument and
keyboard are open, closing the instrument also closes
the keyboard — a nice touch.
There was some confusion with the built-in presets
displaying English names but having preferences
default to German. The
language preference is saved
with the preset. Building your
own layout from the factory
default patch observes the
current language preferences.
Best to re-save the presets
if you speak English. Also,
some control icons are simply
not visible if sized too small.
It’s also necessary to remap
the Input Routing in the
preferences so the surround
options display correctly. As
user friendly as the interface
is (hence no detailed manual)
this was not immediately
obvious and it took a while to
figure out why my track order
was off.
I know of no other plug-in
of this type that affords this
kind of flexibility to customise
your display. There are lots of
instruments to choose from to
meet almost any measurement
need (Euro 765 + VAT). At
first I was taken aback by the rather simple design
of the individual instruments. My tastes typically run
in favour of jam-packed information-laden displays.
However, after spending time with the RTW Mastering
Tools the more I liked its sparseness. It’s very easy on
the eyes, and looks great on a second monitor. You
can add Keyboards displays to each instrument if
you require the ultimate in one-click options. It just
may not be such a bad idea to keep it simple and
concentrate on what you’re listening to. n

PROS

Allows for almost unlimited interface design
choices; clean, easy to read; very flexible
layout.

CONS

Factory presets suffer from confusing
language preferences; some preferences
could use a manual for explanation.
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